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Om Shanti! 
 
It has been wonderful that whatever homework we get or whatever quality we have to 
inculcate, it really helps, right! How many of you find a difference in yourself since you 
have been listening every evening?  Do we remember the quality of the day several 
times during the day? Then some churning happens, and when churning happens 
then more clarity comes. Yesterday Baba said that just as the power to digest is very 
important for the body, so churning also really helps. There is a connection of truth 
with trust and for us being truthful is really the stage of soul consciousness. We say 
three words for Baba, ‘Truth’, ‘Conscient’ and ‘Blissful’, Sat, Chit, Anand. Similarly, 
when the truth of the realization of who am I is known not just as a soul, but my eternal 
qualities also emerge. A very deep awakening happens, and when that  happens, you 
feel what is called blissful, a very deep inner joy. Externally, various situations create 
different feelings, sometimes joy, sometimes sorrow, sometimes disappointment. 
Once you are in that blissful state it's very stable. In that stage you do not have doubts 
or wasteful thoughts because if doubts emerge again that means I am not trusting. So 
trust and truthfulness and an inner stage of stability is very important. Sometimes it 
does happen that internally we have certain desires or certain expectations and they 
definitely cause some kind of sorrow.  I like when on Sunday Baba said that Maya 
enters. Maya will come to create subtle doubt, create some wasteful thoughts so my 
register breaks somewhere. If we look into that you know who I am as truth, purity, 
love, and peace. That's what I am as a truth, right! So maintain that, maintain that 
awareness, be truthful and when you maintain it a deep awakening happens. 
 
 Dadi Prakashmani was so light and so happy. You heard that Br. Eric was asking why 
it happens that as soon as Dadi enters the place is lit and everyone becomes so light. 
Of course Baba gave an answer in the Murli - one of the important reasons is that 
she's very clean, she's not holding anything for anyone or anything wasteful so her 
vibrations are so powerful that her presence brings a lot of joy, brings change and 
creates love. Even in the lokik world it's like a very blossomed personality. She used 
to speak very good but very simple. It had a really big impact. I think that Baba made 
it very clear in the Murli that the impact is coming from her purity and her inner 
lightness. If you maintain that inner lightness, that can't just be “okay I am light”, no! 
Baba says you have to be very clean. Sometimes in Mount Abu when it was election 
time or they needed something so many officials would come to meet Dadi 
Prakashmani and ask for money. She said we will not give you money but you tell us 
what facility you need. You need better roads we can help.  We can build  whatever 
you need help with in the town. She did not give money because she didn’t know how 
it would be used, there could be bribery also. She stood by that truth. She never had 
this fear that if she doesn't give money what will they do. Dadi Prakashmani was so 
fearless and this fearlessness is really because we believe in these principles and we 
will follow these principles and that's the truth, right! That requires trust. 
 
I know that even before coming to gyan, I always believed when people sing the praise 
of God as the Bestower, He doesn't take, but He must take so that he can give, right! 
He must take so that he can multiply it and give us. Some think what does God need?  
He wants to give to us, He wants to give us fortune, success and victory. He wants to 
give us everything, but how? We have to do something. We have to sow the seed so 



that He can give the return. When we call Baba the Fortune Maker it is not only as His 
mercy, but our trust is important. Baba doesn't really need anything. Any opportunity 
one gets to serve in whatever way, one should not miss it. Whether it is mansa seva, 
service through words or actions. Any opportunity in the Drama  has been provided to 
you and you should do it because you don't know if there will be another chance. 
Someone suddenly got physically sick and quite sick actually, so I said maybe that is 
why, since she came to Baba she had been only doing service, service, service. I said 
that is why Baba made you do so much service as soon as you came, so that you 
have created enough fortune. So just trust. So Fortune Maker Baba and Drama will 
give us opportunities. That is why if I can do it today, let me do it. Many times we think, 
oh I will do it later, Whatever pure thought comes, elevated thought comes, get it done. 
Otherwise the intoxication and determination or enthusiasm reduces. Do it today, do 
it now. Dadi Janki’s slogan was who has seen tomorrow? Anytime I will say Dadi 
tomorrow, we will do tomorrow she used to say who has seen tomorrow? Tomorrow 
is another day, there will be another opportunity.  
 
When there is truth, there is this kind of courage, enthusiasm and the main thing is 
fearlessness. I have been using so much internal trust. Trust Baba, if Baba gives you 
some tasks to do, Baba will get it done. How will He get it done? You have to again 
trust right, because we don't know. We don't know what our part is or what is going to 
happen. Baba knows, but to maintain internal trust so that Baba can help. Baba can 
get it done, but if I have doubts what can Baba do? Baba can't use you, but if you have 
trust He will. I am losing Baba's help or fortune if I don't trust. Take every opportunity 
you get, because the same opportunity won’t come again. I also like when Baba said, 
that He is the true Father, true Teacher and Satguru and immediately, for me I just 
look at Brahma Baba, Dadi Prakashmani or Mamma. There is just Baba and Baba's 
service. All other things we have to do and of course our duties, but internally the 
thoughts should be of Baba and Baba's service. Don't lose trust whether it's self-trust, 
trust in Baba or even others. Many times situations come, so I try to find exactly what 
is the truth which is always very elevated. So believe in truth, trust the truth, right! More 
you do that, the more beautiful things will come in your life. If not, then you might face 
the same situations in your own way. So everyone should maintain that trust and let 
the truth emerge. That means your own special qualities, your own virtues, a lot of 
specialities will emerge. Then Maya will keep away from us as Baba said, you will be 
victorious, you will be free from obstacles. That's another big thing many subtle 
obstacles, thoughts in the mind, wasteful thinking, intellect going here and there, 
wandering, time wasted, a lot of this is all Maya, right! Maya doesn't allow us to be 
consistent. If I have been very good, Maya says, now let me play around, right? Then 
I am not okay. Recognition of Maya and trusting yourself is very important.  
 
Om Shanti ! 
 


